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Rapid environmental change and threats, in the face of enduring poverty and social inequalities, highlights the challenge for the SDGs of achieving both social equity and environmental sustainability, from local to global levels. 
I’m going to propose a framework that integrates the concepts of planetary and social boundaries with a three ‘Ds’ agenda of direction, diversity and distribution, showing how it can be used to identify alternative pathways and inform deliberation about their social and political implications – and suggest roles for science in this.
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The concept of planetary boundaries proposes that there is a set of critical Earth system processes – such as climate regulation, the freshwater cycle and the nitrogen cycle – which, together, maintain the planet in Holocene-like conditions. This preserves a ‘safe operating space for humanity’. Identifying these critical Earth system processes, understanding their dynamic interactions at local, regional and global scales, and proposing boundary levels that avoid key threats, is an ongoing process and clear task for science. 
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First propositions of where the boundary levels should be placed indicate that humanity’s use of natural resources is putting significant and increasing pressure on many of the boundaries, and three are estimated to have been transgressed - for climate change, biodiversity loss, and nitrogen and phosphorus use - increasing the risk of unprecedented ecological turbulence (Rockström et al., 2009; Carpenter and Bennett, 2011).

But whereas nearing and transgressing boundaries implies increased resource stresses, how these are understood and experienced, whether they translate into scarcities, problems, challenges, deprivations, and for whom, depends on social and political meanings, processes and institutions.
These are what shape the outlook for people living in poverty (or indeed wealth)…. 
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Social and planetary boundaries: 
creating a safe and just space for humanity 
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Planetary boundaries propose the outer limits of pressure that humanity should place on critical Earth systems in order to protect human well-being. Yet, at the same time, human well-being also depends upon each person having the resources they need to meet their human rights, such as to food, water, health, and having voice in decisions that affect their lives. Kate Raworth’s work conceives of these as social boundaries below which lie unacceptable human deprivations. 

The resulting framework can be adapted and explored at multiple scales – local, national, regional and global. It invites further research into: understanding how these various geographic scales interact; the social meanings attached to different boundaries; the complex dynamics and feedbacks across and between the various boundaries; and into exploring the social inequalities and power relations that leave many millions of people without the essential resources they need, while allowing excessive resource use by others to push humanity across multiple planetary boundaries.
 
The eleven social boundaries proposed here are illustrative, based on the social issues that were raised as priorities in more than half of all government submissions to the UN’s Rio+20 Conference in June 2012. Internationally comparable data indicate that humanity in general is falling far below this social foundation: nearly 13 percent of people are undernourished, for example; 19 percent have no access to electricity; and 21 percent live on incomes of less than $1.25 per day. Local scale figures are of course far more variable.
 
Combining  boundaries in this way creates a doughnut-shaped ‘safe and just space’ within which humanity can thrive. We can usefully conceptualise SDG processes as needing to keep humanity within such a space…. 





Source: Graphic design by Lisa Dittmar
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How? by pursuing pathways – trajectories of interacting  interventions and environmental, social, institutional and technical change – that deliver inclusive and sustainable development. 

At any scale, and for any country:
Some pathways may be unsafe – pushing outside planetary boundaries (fossil-fuelled energy paths?)
Some pathways may be unjust – pushing beneath social boundaries, undermining human rights (entirely commercially-focused land investments that undermine rights to food)
But even within a safe and just space, there are likely to be many possible pathways, aligned with different visions and values, and with different distributions of costs, risks, power and benefits across social groups, hence with diverse outcomes for social justice – and that makes the process of adjudicating between them a deeply political one 
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Take a particular challenge, such as ensuring the right to food for all within global and regional boundaries of climate change, land use change, biodiversity loss, and nitrogen use. Alternative current proposals for meeting this challenge include: investing in raising the livelihood productivity of small scale food producers; participatory plant breeding; promoting agro-ecological techniques that sequester carbon in soils; promoting large-scale, input-intensive industrial agricultural investments; creating pest-resilient and high-yielding genetically modified crop varieties; or a variety of other possible approaches. Such alternative pathways involve different combinations of technologies, policies, actors, interests, and values. And they imply significantly different winners and losers, opportunities and risks. Some are compatible and could be pursued together, but others involve clear choices and trade-offs. 




power and contingency ‘close down’
 

choices
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But power and contingency often close down choices, favouring and locking-in some pathways while marginalising or locking-out others.



‘Opening up’
 

sustainable development –
 three Ds

 
Direction

• What directions are different pathways headed in? 

• What directions do other possible pathways offer?

• What goals, values, interests, power relations are driving 

 particular pathways – and how might they be ‘re‐steered’?
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Instead, to build pathways to sustainable development, we need to ‘open up’ debate to pay attention to the three ‘Ds’ of direction, diversity and distribution. These can help to ensure that sustainability challenges are met in ways that are compatible with social justice (Leach et al. 2012, STEPS Centre 2010). They can be applied in relation to any particular sustainability challenge or geographical scale, or used to explore inter-linkages and trade-offs between them.
 
The first D asks what directions different pathways – current and potential - are headed in. Is a particular pathway moving in the space between the boundaries, or veering towards either of them – or perhaps has already moved outside of them? What directions do other possible pathways offer? Being clear about directions brings attention to the goals, values, interests, incentives and power relations driving particular pathways, and hence what it would take to ‘re-steer’ pathways heading outside the safe and just space, and to support those steering within it.




Diversity

• Is there a sufficient diversity of approaches? 
• Resists powerful processes of lock‐in 
• Responds to uncertainty, build resilience – avoid 

 ‘putting all eggs in one basket’

• Responds to variety of contexts and values  
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Second, is there a sufficient diversity of approaches? Is a wide enough range of  approaches being explored and tried out to avoid lock-in to narrow solutions, and ensure that at least one of them offers a promising way forward? Nurturing a diversity of possible pathways is valuable in the face of the uncertainties and surprises that complex environmental and social processes bring, avoiding ‘putting all our eggs in one basket’. It also helps respect and respond to the highly diverse needs, values, and contexts of different people and places.




Distribution
Distribution

• Who stands to gain or lose from current or proposed 
 pathways, or alternatives?

• Gains in resource access, well‐being, power
• Bearing of costs and risks
• How will choosing between different pathways affect 

 inequalities of wealth, power, resource use, and 
 opportunity?
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Third, what are the implications for distribution? Who stands to gain or lose from current or proposed pathways, or from alternatives? Distributional questions include who is likely to benefit from a particular pathway - whether in terms of resource access, well being, or power – and who bears associated costs and risks. They include asking how choosing between different pathways will affect inequalities of wealth, power, resource use, and opportunity – whether vertical (across income groups) or horizontal (across social groups such as gender, ethnicity, class, and location).  Clarity about distributional implications is an essential basis for identifying pathways and choices that promote social justice, and that enable more equitable sharing of the safe and just operating space. 




Distribution
Sustainability is political

“

• There are many pathways to sustainability 
• Power often closes these down 
• Sustainability is about empowerment, not necessarily   

the surest experts  or the loudest voice 
• Answers lie in equality of engagement, plurality of   

interests and diversity of paths
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So – this is what I mean by sustainability is political
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To meet these challenges, a strengthened interdisciplinary, inclusive, and politically astute science of sustainability is needed. 
‘Future Earth’, which has ‘pathways to sustainability’ at the centre of its conceptual framework, offers opportunities, but needs to be carefully configured to ensure:
Genuinely interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary approaches
Characterising actors, systems, boundaries and pathways
Understanding the technical, social and political processes that shape current pathway directions and distributional outcomes, and that might help to re-steer and diversify these.  
Making the social and political dimensions that inevitably pervade technical questions and choices explicit
Depending on the particular issue and context, this will certainly need to bring together social and natural scientists from different fields, but it can also be vitally enriched by the knowledge and expertise of citizens, resource users, policy makers and practitioners. 
 
Integration of science and engagement: from a linear model of ‘science informs policy’ to science offering ‘plural and conditional’ advice, and to involving decision-makers and citizens in shaping end enriching scientific questions, processes and actions.
Needed is not just strong interconnection between Future Earth’s Science and Engagement Committees, but also the fostering of critical, reflexive and engaged approaches within science itself. 
 
We need inclusive debate and dialogue  – among scientists, policy-makers and publics; and making explicit that a politics of and for sustainability is necessarily a politics of knowledge. 

The framework outlined here offers a shared set of concepts and guiding questions around which such interdisciplinary, science-policy debate might happen, in order to explore and build pathways towards genuinely sustainable and inclusive development.
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